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11
UNIT Module 4

Language practice

Energy and Recycling

1   Match the words with their opposites. 
1 steep   -----------------------           a increase
2 reduce   -----------------------    b full
3 reuse   -----------------------            c huge
4 empty   -----------------------            d flat
5 tiny    -----------------------     e throw
2   What is going to happen? Complete the sentences.

                1. She’s going to fall into the pool. (fall)

                2. ------------------------------  a letter. (post)

                3. ------------------------------ tennis. (not play)

                4. ------------------------------ the tree. (hit)

                5. ------------------------------ her front door. (open)

                6. ------------------------------ the bus. (not catch)
3   Complete the sentences with the correct form of going to and 

these verbs.
send       buy       do     eat      meet      play

1. I’m going to do some exercise this afternoon.   ()
2. I -----------------------------------  my brother at the theatre. ()
3. -----------------------------------  you -------------------------------------   some e-mails?
4. We -----------------------------------  football tonight. () 
5. What ----------------------------------  you -----------------------------------   tonight?
6. They ---------------------------------  a new car. The old one is fine. ()
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4  Change the following sentences into passive. 
1. A small red car hit the dog.
    The dog was hit by a small red car.
2. A thief stole Noura’s painting.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. He cut the bread with a big knife.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. The news surprised us all.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5. The policeman took the thieves to prison.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5    Complete the sentences.

1. You can’t ride a bicycle, can you?
2. You will remember my birthday, ----------------------------------- ?
3. They are not from Kuwait City, ----------------------------------- ?
4. You won’t forget your school bag, ----------------------------------- ?
5. She can speak Arabic, ----------------------------------- ?
6  Read the clues carefully and fill in the crossword puzzle.

Across
3) things that are not wanted and thrown away 
5) relating or obtained from the sun 
6) the process of reusing waste materials 
 
Down
1)  in a cautious way to avoid problems or danger. 
2)  the chief or the leader of a town or a city 
4)  a large vehicle for carrying things from place to 

place 
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Reading

SAVING OUR FUTURE
Animal detective

A  What do you do?
I’m a scientist in a big laboratory 
in Oregon, USA. But I don’t solve 
crimes against people. I solve 
wildlife crimes!
B -----------------------------
It’s the illegal buying and selling 
of wild animals. All over the 
world, criminals steal rare animals 
and sell them. Or they kill them 
and sell their meat or skins. They 
make millions of dollars.
C -----------------------------
My job is to show that the 
criminals took the animals. First 
the police find the criminals and 
collect samples for us. Then, we 
test the samples and identify 
the animals.

D -----------------------------
We see a lot of elephants, 
rhinos, fish, birds and 
snakes, but any rare animal is 
important. A lot of the animals 
are for food or medicine.
E -----------------------------
Yes, it is. We often have to 
go out with the police and the 
criminals can be dangerous.
F -----------------------------
Well, yes I am. I believe that 
we are going to beat the 
criminals with the help of the 
international police.
G -----------------------------
Be warned. We’re going to 
catch you.

7  Read the text and write the questions in the correct place.
1. What animals do the criminals take most often?
2. What are wildlife crimes?
3. How do you do your job?
4. What do you want to say to the criminals?
5. Do you feel happy about the future?
6. Is your job dangerous?
7. What do you do?
8  Find these words in the text. Then match them with the definitions.

a. to solve ---------      1 the covering of an animal’s body
b. illegal ------------      2 a small piece of material, used as an example
c. rare ---------------                     3 to control a problem successfully
d. skins --------------             4 against the law
e. sample -----------     5 to find the answer
f. to beat ------------     6 not common
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9  Read the paragraphs. Underline the topic sentences. 
a.  My father’s favourite drink is tea and he drinks a lot of it. He always has 

tea in the morning for breakfast. He makes a pot of tea and then he drinks 
it all himself. Sometimes he has another pot before lunch. In the evening, 
he makes a cup of mint tea. Mint tea is good for the health. 

b.  All my brothers have good jobs. My eldest brother, Jassim, is a doctor at 
the hospital in Farwaniya, and the second, Nasser, is an accountant in 
Kuwait Petroleum Company. My youngest brother is a policeman. I am 
the only one who is still at intermediate school. 

10  Use the information in the table to write sentences about what you 
are going to do and what you are not going to do.

Tomorrow

Next week

This evening

Tonight

I’m going to

I’m not going to

help my parents

play football

visit my grandmother

meet my friends

go to the Avenues Mall

tidy my room

1 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Writing
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